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Naming Suggestions; Round 1, Revision 1

[Accurate, Experienced, Friendly, Trustworthy, Honest, Dependable, Reasonable
Conscientious, Considerate, Informative, Knowledgeable, Caring, Purposeful, 
Personable, Ethical]

Taxes Untangled

Positively Prepped Tax Services

Positive + Prepped Tax Services

Genuine Care Tax services

These are some of my favorites as they each deal with an aspect you’ve mentioned in a strong and 
clear way. “Taxes Untangled” shows your friendly accessible approach, also the confidence shows 
knowledgeability.  
 
Positively Prepped/Positive + Prepped show a similar tone, drawing customers in because they will feel 
protected and can trust the relief in bringing in a cheery expert who can make it easy.  
 
Genuine Care Tax Services is more straight forward, and puts the focus more on the trustworthiness 

and caring nature of your business. 

I would also like to mention that anything other than Beth Davies, BD or BD&Co in regards to your 
business will 100% be regarded as creative. We can also explore creativity and cleverness in the logo 

itself; with degrees of it reached at your comfort level. 
 
 

Full Smiles Tax Services

All Smiles Tax Services

Illuminated Tax Services



This next batch are some of my favorites because they take an unexpected approach of Taxes-- the 
possibility of happiness. Even though it’s not expected to think of smiles and taxes in the same sen-
tence, it’s not expected to think of creativity and accessibility in regards to taxes; the connection was 
worth exploring. 

With the choice of ‘illuminated’, it works with the informative/knowledgeable approach as well as 

sharing what you know in order to help your clients. It’s the guide without saying a guide. 

Sweet Clarity Tax Services

I love this because of its play on “sweet charity”, as well as the feeling of relief when it comes to 
getting taxes done RIGHT because you understand what you’re looking at. 

Brilliant Clarity Tax Services

Tuned In Tax Services 

Friendly Faces Tax Services

Friendly & Brainy tax services

Whip smart Tax Services

Happily Dedicated Tax Services

Illumination Tax Services

Illuminating Tax Services

Bright and Sunny Tax Services

Bright Clarity Tax Services



Additional thoughts:

Positive and Prepped Tax Services,
Friendly faces, whip smart solutions

We Speak Spreadsheet

We Speak Balance Sheets

Making Sense of Balance Sheets

Minding your + and -’s 

We Mind your + and -’s (a play on p’s and q’s)



positionable concepts 
 
Within the purpose of the magazine are the benefits and reasons why readers, advertisers, and future 
entpreneurs would be connected to it. I call them ‘concepts’ because it’s how we’ll define the name. 
 
Determining how you see the magazine working in this space gives us parameters to work with that speak 
directly to all of your audiences. While all may be true and applicable to the magazine, I suggest we choose
a primary direction, and supplement it with a secondary and tertiary direction if need be. I can always blend 
from a few places that’ll hit different marks at the same time.  

magazine as a beacon 

For the advertisers and practitioners serves as a beacon for their services and business success, poten-
tial collaborators, and a way to solidify their place within a community.  
 
For the readers, its a beacon is an emotional community. We all belong together because we all care 
about the same things. The magazine serves as a gathering place, an exchange of ideas and a way to  
receive trusted information that is useful across all areas of life.  
 

all examples are assumed to include ‘magazine’ 
 

beacon, home, habitat, center, belonging, kinship, affinity, helpfulness, nourish, flourish, striv-
ing, thriving, growth, outreach, expansive, all-encompassing, thorough, thoughtful, cohesive, 
collective, multi-faceted, shining, illuminating, broadening, knoweldge, scope, inspiring, show-
ing where to go, resources, joie de vivre, zest, gusto, trust

altruist’s path
Your guide to healthy, beneficial living kept local

the altruist
Your guide to healthy, beneficial living kept local

the connected altruist
Your guide to healthy, beneficial living kept local



magazine as a community 

If physically remote individuals can forge a tight knit community online, this magazine reminds us  
that we have an equally tight knit community right outside our door. 
 
More sustainable than the global megastores, this ‘simple is best’ and natural approach works in  
a nostalgic and modern sense. It also connects the networking aspect of the community with the 
local help aspect of the readers. 

I really resonate with the idea of sustainability- both with its ubiquitous use within the zeitgeist  
of health issues, but with the balance and flow of living a healthy life. A healthy balanced life 
is a sustainable life, and the use of the resources within this magazine provides a sustainable 
community.  
 
 
all examples are assumed to include ‘magazine’

Potential Taglines:
an ecosystem of support

a Living Platform

connectivity, community, communal, belonging, network, hive, harvest, season,
sustainable, balance, flow, community of  sustainability, communal sustainability, connected 
sustainability, platform, empowering, inspiring, benefit, meridian, orbit, circle,   

green avenue
green alley

key meridian

benefactor  
your holistic guide to 
healthy living (tagline)



Health, acronyms

ELM (essential Living Magazine) 
the ELM
(only european learning magazine)

Connected Health Magazine

The Collective Life

Glow Society / TGS

Healthy Sphere

Vibrant Sphere

(the idea here is that the community acts as an encompassment  
and an incubator for all things growth, health etc.)

S.P.H.E.R.E
Selection, Presence, Health (Happiness?) Energy, Resolve, Enthusiasm

S.P.R.O.U.T
Selection, Presence, Resolve, Open, Urban Minded, Together

S.P.R.O.U.T
Sustainable, Positivity, Resolve, Open-minded, Unique, Together



i. 

This mascara is your new BFF
Lengthens / separates and adds volume to your lashes

Will not run with happy/ sad tears
Will not smudge at the gym, beach / pool 
No more panda eyes - the formula tubes your lashes and can be removed with warm  
water. Hot Flush Proof
 
 
The thin wand seperates and lengthens
large wand will adds vavoom!!
 
You’re welcome. xx Sandra
 
 
 
 
 

ii.

Meet your new lash support team. This mascara has two wands to give your lashes the 
absolute best. One side lengthens and separates, the other breaks out the volume. 

This tubing formula coats each lash, leaves you panda-eye free and is easily removed by 
warm water—but never by happy or sad tears, the gym, pool, beach, or hot flashes.

You’re welcome. xx Sandra



iii.

Say hello to your new BFFs. This mascara has two wands to give your lashes the  
absolute best. One side lengthens and separates, the other breaks out the volume. 

This tubing formula coats each lash, leaves you panda-eye free and is easily removed  
by warm water—but never by happy or sad tears, the gym, pool, beach, or hot flashes.

You’re welcome. xx Sandra

iv.

Say “hey girl, hey!” to your new BFFs. This ultra-luxe mascara has two wands to surround 
each lash with the absolute best. One wand lengthens and separates, the other breaks out 
the volume. 

This tubing formula coats each lash, leaving you panda-eye free and is easily removed by 
warm water, but never by happy or sad tears, the gym, pool, beach, or hot flashes.

You’re welcome. xx Sandra

v.

Get ready for a whole new level of  fabulous. This mascara has two wands, coating each lash 
with the absolute best. One wand lengthens and separates, the other boosts the va va voom.

Our ultra-luxe tubing formula surrounds each lash, leaving your eyes raccoon-ring free and 
while it’s easily removed by warm water, it’s never smudged by happy or sad tears, the gym, 
pool, beach, or hot flashes.

You’re welcome. xx Sandra



Hi love,

I’m Sandra. 

My passion for makeup— endless. My passion for helping women by educating  
them in how to apply their makeup the best— relentless. 

For years now, I have been looking for a  set that had every brush necessary for  
the every day woman to confidently apply their makeup.   No more using the little 
sponge brush that comes with your eyeshadow, or applying your foundation with 
your fingers*.  

Here I have curated a range of  brushes that will look after your base— be it foundation, 
contour,  blush and then eyes and brows.  10 brushes specifically chosen and tested by me 
to ensure you and your makeup application is fabulous and flawless.

I’ve even labeled each brush, so you wont need to second guess what its for.

Enjoy looking gorgeous!

xo
Sandra

*Note, nothing wrong with applying your foundation with your fingers!   
I have been known to do so regularly.



simpler, more direct
 
I explored inside of ‘intuitive’ ‘integrated’ ‘intuition’, and I loved ‘building inner wisdom’,  
so I explored a teensy bit there too. 

Keywords: 
harmonize, fuse. blend, articulate. unify. incorporate. impression, embody 

Naming suggestions:

Wholly One
I enjoy the pun, but I’m a pun dork! 

Unified Self

The Wholly Union 
This also relates not only to the integrative self, but also the collective of  people you are working with. 

The Intuition Union
Same with this one

Integrative Intuition Services
This can serve as a tagline for the name, ie:
 
Found Pieces 
Integrative Intuition Services

Soul’s Impression

The Impression Source
(allowing the person to be influenced by their  
intuition, or their source- equally, you as the source 
for this awareness, guidance)

 
InnerSight

InwardSight 

CenterSight

Innergenuity

InnerGenuine

InsightSource

Soul, Incorporated

Self Incorporated
 
The Union of Self

Me, Myself and Intuition

Whole of One

Meeting of the Self

No Missing Pieces  

Found Pieces

Pieces, Found

Found: Marbles 
 
Integrated Pieces
 
Soul Speak

Soul’s Source

Therapist Practice



winery names:

Viamonte Wines

Silver Star Winery

Havencrest Vineyards

Ruby Mountain Wine Company

Golden Ratio Winery

Amazing Grape How Sweet The Taste

Not So Napa Valley Vineyards

Stay Weird Winery

The Uppity Unicorn

The Golden Cork

Vintage Valley Wine Co.

Valley VIntage Wine Company

The Grapest Love Of All

Chubby Bunny Winery

Sol Dela Via Winery

Wild Corazon Wine Co. 

Fossil & Bainbridge Wine Co.

Moon Noir Wine Company

Thousand Lotus Wine Company

Oak & Briar Wine Co.  

The Vineyard of Earthly Delights

A Wine of The Times

Jennifer Pickle Winery

Tryst & Folley Wine Co. 

Sneaky Weasel Wine Company

Diagonal Zebra Winery

Coral Coast Winery

Party Mouth Wines

Copywriting client 2015



Photographers: Seniors & Parents/Mother of  Seniors

Your daughter was visual poetry the minute you saw her, so show her.

Your daughter was visual poetry the moment you saw her, so show her.

Your daughter was visual poetry the moment you had her, so let her know.

The moment you laid eyes on her, she was visual poetry. 18 years later, she’s a 
woman.

Your daughter has stolen every scene since you had her, so celebrate her. 

Your daughter, your heart, now a woman. 

You’ve raised her to be lovely, now capture it forever

You’ve raised her to be lovely, now remember it forever.

You’ve raised her to be a lady, remember it forever.

You’ve raised her to be a lady, boast it forever.

You’ve raised her to be a lady, display it forever.

Grace, beauty, brains. Your Daughter

You’ve raised a lovely gem

What a lovely gem you have. Your daughter, we mean. 

Photos worth tweeting

Photos your friends will be pin for days

Revealed Boudoir, social media content



Photographers: Seniors

Photos that get likes for days

Pinterest made real

Pinterest. Made by you.

Insta-glamorous

Pinstalicious

Show them boys what they missed

You get the yard, we’ll bring the milkshakes

You already feel like a star, get the pictures to prove it.

You already act like a star, now have the photos to back it up

Be the star of your own life.

Be You. Confidently.

Be You. Beautifully.

Live confidently.

Live Confident. 

Cherish the girl she is, celebrate the woman she’s becoming.

Cherish the girl inside, celebrate the woman you’re turning into.

Revealed Boudoir, social media content



Photographers: General Market
 
Embrace the you of now.

Capture you. 

Release your inner Sasha Fierce (or whatever you call her) 

Release your inner Sasha Fierce, or whatever her name is.

For all the you’s you are.

For all you will be

For the woman you’re growing into, for the woman she’ll always see. 

To the woman she’ll always see
(obviously those two are senior/parent based)

Go fiercely, gorgeous.

Get ready to take your breath away

Take your own breath away

Get ready to take your own breath away.

Hello flawless

Here’s looking at you (and they won’t stop)

Sincerity, grace, loveliness: you.

We know luxuriously sexy. Let us show you

Revealed Boudoir, social media content



Photographers: General Market

We know beauty. Let us show you.

Forget fake it till you make it—We own it till we hone it.

The loveliest ladies reveal their souls through Revealed Studios

Love Confidently

Ample Curves? You mean ample femininity

Ample Curves? Ample Femininity. 

Celebrate the feminine

Celebrate yourself!

Unfold beautifully

Present beautifully.

You’re a present, unfold beautifully.

The gift of you

The unmistakable beauty of you

The unmistakable beauty of you. Right now.

Wouldn’t be it incredible to remind yourself of your true beauty whenever you 
wanted? 

How powerful you would be if you maintained your true beauty inside and out.

Revealed Boudoir, social media content



Photographers: General Market

Let your inner beauty shine.

Let your inner beauty beam from the inside out.

Revealing your inner beauty, not your clothing. 

What you see is your soul, but what you get is who you are.

(words I like: Proclaim, unfold)

Sing loud; dance free; be you, love. 

A joy in the feminine.

A celebration of soulfulness

You have enough mirrors, here’s your x-ray specs

You have enough mirrors, here’s how the world sees you.

It’s really a gift for you, that you happen to share with him.

It’s really a gift for you, that you happen to share with them.

Revealed Boudoir, social media content



skincare names

Batch x Batch  
(pronounced ‘batch by batch’) it’s cool sounding/feeling.

Skin: Decoded
(making it easy to understand what to do)
smarty pants
smarty face
smart face
Aesthos 
Aplós (Greek for simple)
Achetaria
ak-eh-TAR-ee-uh

but I could also see
ak-eh-tar-EE-ah

achetae (cicada or chirping sound) and aria (place) Eh-KA-tay
I love this because it positions the brand as a place to receive information.  
To translate natural communication and synthesize it for use. 

Charia (greek for grace)
 
Actaea an ancient medicinal plant  
 
Aletrea   
the name refers to the powdered appearance of  the herbs  (al-uh-TRAY-uh) 
 
Ammi
Ancient Latin name, but I like that it sounds like Friend in French
 
Aurinia
Meaning: From the Latin aureus (golden) 
Pronunciation: aw-RIN-ee-uh

aurisera  
golden skin
 

Linda Freuh
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Based on your feedback, the main archetypes we are appealing to are: 
The Caregiver, The Seeker, The Dreamer. 
 
Customers As Personas: It’s helpful to bring the elements of each archetype 
into a realized persona to make the problems, solutions, and triggers more acces-
sible.

 
 
    

 

30’s Young, smart savvy, child & family oriented-- but still hip. She’s not ready to  
settle in to a stodgy routine just yet. Her focus on her mind and well being, her family, 

and carving out a balance between responsibilities and  pure enjoyment. LiveCard  
provides her with great savings across her many needs: from play dates to dinner dates, 
she enjoys the diverse ways she can save money. Knowing that she’s supporting other  

families and their children makes the connection even more meaningful.

 main archetype: The Seeker   support archetype: The Caregiver 

 
 

jenna



 

 
19 and tech driven, Bethany enjoys the ability to pick and choose activities that will 

be available to her at the drop of a dime. She’s on the go, scattered and slightly over-
whelmed-- wait, make that “Over-wowed”. Thanks to the convenience of the fresh and 
easy to use mobile app, LiveCard gives her the freedom with her savings, and her most 

precious of resources-- time. It is also important to her that her money goes where she 
personally believes in, and she enjoys the pride and fulfillment she receives from sup-
porting local merchants in her tight-knit community.  The wide selection of discounts 
allows her to do things she wouldn’t normally be able to do, and the variety they offer 

gives her and her wide network of friends endless options for fun. 

 main archetype: The Seeker   support archetype: The Dreamer

   

bethany 



 

Late 40’s early 50’s-- established within her community, a part of many clubs  
and organizations, Maria enjoys the ability to meet the book club on Wednesday,  

see the grandkids on Friday, and enjoy a quiet coffee at a new cafe on Sunday.  
 

Less tech savvy than connected face-to-face socially, Maria uses the LiveCard to help 
balance out the cost of supporting her many communal responsibilities. She chooses 

businesses from the LiveCard  because their very associations means she can  
feel proud bringing her various organizations there, and supporting her community 

brings more value to her associations; professional & social. 

 main archetype: The Caregiver    support archetype: The Dreamer

maria



Copywriting Suggestions

Keywords & Phrasing:  
help, nurture, discover, cultivating, carving, uncovering, exploring, seeking, 
experimenting, endeavor, deliver, provide, connect,  engaging, trust, faith, be-
longing, building, crafting, facilitating, connecting, meaning, meaningful, im-
pact, difference, supporting, 
 
Live Card, community builders
We work with those who care,  
We work with people and/or companies making a difference,  every day 
The LiveCard Community,  
We, Us,  
Lend a helping hand,  
Play a part,
Give a little, save a lot. 
Live a little, save a lot 
Living. Giving. Saving.
Stretching the dollar across our great community,  
Caring to save, Saving to Care,  
Fall in love with your city all over again, 
You know what you know, let us help you find more 
You know what you know, let us help you try more
You know what you know, let us help you see more
You know what you know, let us help you do more
You know what you know, let us help you be more
Be more with us 
Find more with us
Try more with us
See more with us

 

LiveCard



Merchants:

1. Corporations
2. Mom & Pops

LiveCard in relation to their business: 
Inherent value  
Loyalty builder
Trust in self, 
Trust in humanity, 
Ability to carve out savings
Ability to draw in more business
Ability to fill in gaps (m-th as opposed to fr, sa) 
Ability to develop devoted customers
 
Stakeholders
Benefits and Values:
Expanding your base
 
For mom & Pops and corporate chains looking to either:
1) Get more clients overall
2) Fill in specific gaps

Keywords/Phrases:  
Put yourself out there.  
You’ve got the treasure, start sharing the map. 
Belong to your community, Join LiveCard
Belong. Join the LiveCard Community
Be a part of something great.
Give a little, get a lot. 
Live a little, Save a lot. 
We’re the LiveCard Community

LiveCard



Corporate Specific:
This is your baby, here’s ours.
Your employees are family, show them the love.
Happy employees, happy pockets.
Happy employees, happy wallets.
Enriching lives, enriching your business. 
Enriching your lives, enriching the community.

Fundraisers:
Get noticed, give back
Connect deeply, reach outwardly. 
Your community means everything, we know. 
We care because you care. 
A community is only as good as the people who love it
A community as good as the people who love it
A community as good as the people who make it
You know figures, we know people, let’s make results. 
 
 
 
idea for website & app: a ‘netflix-esque’ suggestion tool for  
deals/restaurants they’ve enjoyed or been to, similar ones they  
might like.

OR:

they’ve visited something too much, and a playful reminder to try  
other great things out as well. 

LiveCard



Brand story/about us style 1

Founded in 2007 and centered within in Central Vally, California - LiveCard  
provides a versatile and community-centric savings membership; allowing  
people to access local discounts and play a larger part in growing their  
community. 

LiveCard was built on the vision that there is a better way for us  to access  
local savings, and that businesses don’t need to pay expensive fees to get  
the word out about their special offers or get devoted customers.  

Our merchant partners participate for free, plain and simple. This endeavors  
our members with a wide selection of the best deals around, giving back to the 
community with equal enthusiasm and dedication.  With LiveDiscounts, there  
is no need to pre-purchase deals or cut coupons, our members simply show  
up and save. Our philosophy is “Live a little, save a lot”.

We’ve established an innovative platform for scheduling and delivering  
discounts. Thanks to its ease and accessibility, it’s the next big thing in customer 
savings and communal participation. 

LiveDiscounts currently operates primarily within the Central Vally, California, 
and we are always expanding our merchant network throughout California and 
communities across the country.  Don’t worry if LiveCard isn’t active within your 
community, reach out and we’ll work to bring this savings membership to you

LiveCard



Brand story/about us style 2: 
 
Founded in 2007 and localized within in Central Vally, California - LiveCard pro-
vides a versatile and community-centric savings membership; allowing people to 
access local discounts and lend a hand in growing their community. 

LiveCard was created on the vision that there is a better way for us all to access 
local savings, and that businesses don’t need to pay expensive fees to get the word 
out about their special offers or get devoted customers.  

Whether you’re a corporation or a mom & pop shop, our merchant partners partic-
ipate for free, plain and simple. This provides our members with a wide selection 
of the best deals around, giving back to the community with equal enthusiasm and 
dedication.  With LiveDiscounts, there is no need to pre-purchase deals or cut cou-
pons, our members simply show up and save. Our philosophy is “Go on and live a 
little, you’ll save a lot”.

We’ve established an innovative platform for scheduling and delivering discounts, 
and thanks to its ease and accessibility, it’s the next big thing in customer savings 
and communal participation. 

LiveDiscounts currently operates primarily within the Central Vally, California, and 
we are always expanding our merchant network throughout California and com-
munities across the country.  Don’t worry if LiveCard isn’t active within your com-
munity yet, reach out to us and we’ll work to bring this savings membership to you 
so you can see how much of a difference it’ll make; in your wallet, in your home, 
and in your local community.

Brand story/about us style 3:

LiveCard



Established in 2007 and localized within in Central Vally, California - LiveCard de-
livers a varied community-centric savings membership; allowing people to quick 
and easy access to local discounts, along with a way to engage more fully within 
their community. 

LiveCard was created from the vision that there is a better way for us all to access 
local savings, and that businesses don’t need to pay expensive fees to spread the 
word about their special offers or get devoted customers.  

Whether you’re a corporation or a mom & pop shop, our merchant partners par-
ticipate for free, plain and simple. This provides our members with a wide selec-
tion of the best deals around, giving back to the community with equal enthusi-
asm and dedication.  With LiveCard,  there is no need to pre-purchase deals or cut 
coupons, our members simply show up and save. Our philosophy is “Go on, live a 
little-- and save a lot”.

Since founding this innovative platform for scheduling and delivering discounts, 
we’ve created an exciting, valuable, reliable presence in how our customer’s save 
and participate communally. We understand that our communities are as good as 
the people who make them, and we are here to help you fall in love with your city 
all over again. 

LiveDiscounts currently operates primarily within the Central Vally, California, 
and we are always expanding our merchant network throughout California and 
communities across the country.  Don’t worry if LiveCard isn’t active within your 
community yet, reach out to us and we’ll work to bring this savings membership 
to you.  You’ll see instantly how much of a difference it’ll make; in your wallet, in 
your home, and in your local community.
 

LiveCard


